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“They know the inside story?” Ji Feng asked. 

“With their rank, how could they possibly know anything about the inside story!” Zhang Lei shook his 

head, “These two policemen are just working in the guardhouse and usually don’t have much oil and 

water, so they often tip off some entertainment establishments or some other illegal business units to 

get some benefits, if their rank was high, I don’t think I could drink with them rashly!” 

Ji Feng nodded thoughtfully and said, “It’s also because they are the police officers of the detention 

center, so he knows more or less about Zhao Kai’s old man, because Zhao Kai’s old man, is detained in 

their detention center?” 

Zhang Lei nodded, “You can say that, however, they are not sure that it is District Chief Zhao, it is said 

that their chief is personally in charge of that, and usually the delivery of meals and stuff is also taken 

care of by the chief’s beloved.” 

Ji Feng hummed, “There is no impervious wall in this world, even if that chief is strictly confidential and 

everything is in charge of him and his cronies, but other police officers will more or less hear some 

whispers.” 

Zhang Lei nodded in agreement, “I think so too.” 

Ji Feng asked again, “What about the two helpers I transferred over to you, where are they?” 

Zhang Lei said, “They are in the shadows, investigating with their own methods, but how exactly the 

investigation is going, I don’t know yet.” 

Ji Feng rubbed his chin and frowned as he pondered. 

After Zhang Lei had spoken so meticulously, it gave Ji Feng a general understanding of the whole matter. 

First of all, Zhao Kai’s old man was most likely still in Haizhou City, and was most likely in the detention 

center, only being held in secret, the reason being because he was involved in a white face case, and 

was also an important figure in this case! 

The reason why Zhao Kai’s old man is being held in secret is because a leader from above has given the 

word that they intend to use Zhao Kai’s old man to draw out the big boss behind this white flour case, or 

rather, to draw out the big drug lord behind the scene. 

If we look at these points, the whole thing doesn’t seem to be a problem. 

It was only because Zhao Kai’s old man had committed a crime, and the officials wanted to get rid of all 

the suspects in one go, so this was why Zhao Kai’s old man was held in secret detention. Moreover, it 

had to be declared to the public that Zhao Kai’s whole family had left the country. 

This would also explain why that nanny in Zhao Kai’s house would act kind of scared when she received 

the phone call …… Anyone would not act too calm when they knew that they might be staying at home 

just to deal with those vicious white-faced peddlers, let alone a woman? 



And after Zhang Lei came to Haizhou, he went straight to Zhao Kai’s house, and with his foreign accent, 

he would naturally be noticed, and maybe even mistaken for a white-faced peddler. 

It is understandable then that the police would go after Zhang Lei. 

It is equally understandable that someone was watching near Zhao Kai’s house, all to lure the snake out 

of the hole and to protect the nanny in Zhao Kai’s house. 

This whole thing did seem to be one thing after another, all of which could be explained. 

However, Ji Feng still had a few questions in his heart. 

First of all, since he had to be held in secret, it must be to keep the outside world from spreading any 

rumors, so as not to alert the big boss behind the curtain and make the whole plan go down the drain. 

If that was the case, why did they have to put him in a detention centre? 

It’s easy to leak information and the whole plan could go wrong. 

Therefore, the best way is to contact the local army and take them to a military camp or other more 

secure place, so as to ensure that no information will leak out. 

Of course, this could also be interpreted as an oversight on the part of the police, which was not 

unreasonable. 

But Ji Feng’s second doubt was something that could not be explained in any way. 

That is, if the police suspected that Zhang Lei was involved in the white flour case, they could have 

investigated him secretly or found any reason to bring him back to the police station for investigation, so 

why did they have to use white flour to plant evidence? 

If Zhang Lei was really a white flour dealer, wouldn’t the police have revealed themselves by planting 

such evidence? 

And more importantly, the police directly use the hand of planting stolen goods to run the case …… 

Could it be that the Haizhou police, who are able to detect the big white face case, really only have such 

a little level? 

Ji Feng doesn’t believe it! 

Also, the police couldn’t catch Zhang Lei once, but ended up coming over several times in a row instead. 

Don’t they know that real white face dealers are very alert, and if they can’t catch them once, it might 

be difficult to catch them next? 

Isn’t it too stupid of the police to do this? 

There was a third question – whether Zhang Lei was a white-faced peddler or not, why were those 

vendors who talked to him beaten up? 

Who was stopping them from talking to Zhang Lei? 

Could it really be the police? 



Also, was it really just a coincidence that the business people from that supermarket came? 

This matter is full of suspicions no matter how you look at it! 

“Lei Zi, what do you think should be done next?” Ji Feng asked. 

“No clue!” Zhang Lei shook his head, “But there is one thing that must be done, to get rid of those police 

harassment! Originally, I couldn’t tangle with the police alone, I could only play cat and mouse with 

them, but now that you guys are here, there are some things you can say to them face to face.” 

Ji Feng nodded, the reason why Zhang Lei had come to Haizhou all these days without much progress, 

the complexity and mystery of the whole matter was certainly one of the very important factors, but on 

the other hand, the harassment of him by the police, which prevented him from letting go of his 

investigation, was also a very crucial reason. 

If there hadn’t been police harassment, Zhang Lei would never have called himself for help. 

As a result, now Zhang Lei had become a moving target, specifically responsible for attracting the 

police’s attention so that he could give cover to those two helpers. 

Zhang Lei can only use some of his free time to be able to carry out his investigation, it’s strange that 

this progress can be faster. 

Therefore, Ji Feng also agreed with Zhang Lei’s opinion that he should first ensure that he would not be 

harassed by those police officers before he could carry out the following actions. 

Ji Feng also understood why Zhang Lei knew that there were people watching in this Haizhou Hotel, yet 

he still wanted to come back and stay here every day, moreover, he had arranged for them all to stay 

here as well, Zhang Lei was going to have a showdown with the Haizhou police. 

“Lei Zi, I agree with what you’re doing.” Ji Feng said, “We can’t keep dragging this out, the more this 

matter is dragged out the more trouble it gets!” 

Zhang Lei nodded and asked, “Apart from that, what other good suggestions do you have?” 

Ji Feng pondered for a moment before saying, “This matter, I always feel that there are still some 

doubts, but now I have no clue, I can only take it one step at a time …… Let’s do this, I will contact those 

two brothers first and ask them if they have investigated anything.” 

As he spoke, Ji Feng took out his mobile phone, called up the number given by his younger uncle and 

dialed one of them. 

“Hello, who is it?” The phone was connected and a low man’s voice came from the other end. 

“This is Ji Feng, may I ask if you’re Xu Jia Shu?” Ji Feng first introduced himself. 

“Mr. Ji?” The voice on the other end of the phone immediately said, “I am Xu Jiashou, Mr. Ji, I have 

received the order, may I ask what your orders are?” 

It seemed that it was Little Uncle who already knew that he had come to Haizhou, so he had greeted 

him in advance. 



“I want to know what information you have investigated.” Ji Feng said. 

“A lot.” Xu Jiashou said, “Does Mr. Ji want to see the materials or do you want to hear a verbal report?” 

“Well …… you can give a verbal report.” Ji Feng said. 

“Yes!” 

Even over the phone, Xu Jiashu still maintained his military nature and habits, only to hear him say, “Mr. 

Ji, according to Mr. Zhang Lei’s meaning, I conducted an investigation for the target and came up with 

the result that it was a case triggered by white flour ……” 

Ji Feng’s heart instantly thumped, it was really caused by white noodles? 

In that case, the rumors Zhang Lei had inquired about might be true? 

Ji Feng sank his heart and did not rush to ask questions, but quietly waited for Xu Jiashou to continue, Ji 

Feng had nothing else, but still had patience. 

Xu Jiashou continued: “According to my investigation, a certain leader in Haizhou city is related to the 

white flour case, strictly speaking, it is his son who is related to the white flour peddlers. And the 

Dongyang district under Zhao Xingyao’s jurisdiction is one of the hardest hit areas where white flour is 

proliferating, but Zhao Xingyao himself is taking a harsh stance against it.” 

“Three months ago, the police in Hai Zhou City’s Dongyang District carried out a raid and caught dozens 

of white flour dealers, as well as two major figures in white flour trafficking, but for some unknown 

reason, the matter was not made public.” Xu Jiashi said, “None of the follow-up work went anywhere 

either, and then Zhao Xingyao, the district governor of Dongyang District, left the country with his entire 

family.” 

Xu Jia Shu continued, “However, according to my investigation, I did not find any record of Zhao 

Xingyao’s departure from the country within the past six months in the immigration records. So I 

investigated again, and so far, there has been some progress in the investigation, but no final results yet. 

Mr Ji, that is all I have to report.” 

“The Zhao Xingyao you are talking about is Zhao Kai’s father, right?” Ji Feng asked. 

“Yes!” 

“Then, the bank accounts of Zhao Xingyao’s entire family, have you investigated them? Is there anything 

unusual?” Ji Feng asked again. 

“Investigated, there are no abnormalities.” Xu Jiashou said. 

Ji Feng nodded, even though he had already seen the information on Zhao Kai’s family on the school’s 

file, he was relieved at this point after confirming that 

“…… have worked hard, thanks!” 

“Not hard work.” Xu Jiashu said immediately. 



“I have something to ask you.” Ji Feng said in a deep voice: “I hope you can find the whereabouts of 

Zhao Xingyao’s entire family, and be quick.” 

“I will do my best!” Xu Jiashou said, “May I ask what else Mr. Ji wants?” 

“…… There is no more, if there is a need, I will contact you again!” Ji Feng said. 

After closing the line, Ji Feng was silent. 

This matter had basically been considered clear up to this point, at least in Ji Feng’s opinion, the general 

outline of this matter, was already clear. 

Zhao Kai’s family, eight out of ten `9 were victimized by someone! 
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“Ji Feng, what’s the situation?” Seeing that Ji Feng was silent, Zhang Lei couldn’t help but ask. 

“He hasn’t found out Zhao Xingyao’s whereabouts …… is Zhao Kai’s father. However, one thing that can 

almost be confirmed is that Zhao Kai’s family, should have been victimized!” Ji Feng said in a deep voice. 

“What do you mean?” Zhang Lei asked. 

“Three months ago, the Dongyang District Police conducted a raid ……,” Ji Feng said Xu Jia Shu’s words in 

general. 

Zhang Lei slapped his hand on the table and burst into a rage, “Doggone thing! Needless to say, this is 

eight out of ten `nine times that city leader, or his son, was involved in the White Face case, and they 

fucked Zhao Kai’s father over in order to protect themselves!” 

Ji Feng nodded and mused, “Now it seems that things should be like this ……” 

Although there was no half evidence, just based on Xu Jiashou’s verbal report, however, Ji Feng was 

certain that a soldier like Xu Jiashou, if there was no evidence, he would definitely not talk nonsense, for 

example, in the middle of his report, there were still many words that he was not finished with, probably 

because he did not have the evidence yet, so he did not say anything. 

This also means that Xu Jiashou already has evidence in his hands that the son of a certain leader in 

Haizhou City has ties to a white flour peddler. 

In addition to that, Ji Feng also heard several key points in Xu Jiashou’s report. 

For example, when Ji Feng asked Xu Jiashou if he had investigated Zhao Xingyao’s account, the latter 

gave an affirmative answer, and there was nothing unusual about Zhao Xingyao’s account. 

This means that Zhao Xingyao should have no problems. And his family members should also be fine. 

Since Xu Jiashou had already investigated Zhao Xingyao, there was no way he would not investigate the 

people around him. 

Moreover, I believe that with Xu Jiashi’s way of investigation, there should not be any problem. 

If we follow common sense, the story is roughly like this: because the son of a certain leader in Haizhou 

City has close ties with white flour peddlers, and Zhao Xingyao, the district chief of Dongyang District, 



was very strict in his fight against white flour, and as a result, a large number of white flour peddlers 

were caught in a raid three months ago. 

By this time, Zhao Xingyao had undoubtedly offended the son of the leader above him, or even directly 

offended that leader. To put it more seriously, perhaps Zhao Xingyao’s actions had directly threatened 

that leader! 

Under such circumstances, the leader above had to get rid of Zhao Xingyao. 

This is how the disappearance of Zhao Xingyao’s family came about. 

As for what the process in between was like, Ji Feng had no way of knowing, but judging from the 

current situation, this deduction should not be wrong. 

The reason for this is that Zhao Kai’s father, Zhao Xingyao, is the district chief of Dongyang District, and 

anyone who can move him definitely needs to be a person of sufficient weight, and of course, those big 

drug lords can also be. 

However, after moving Zhao Xingyao, he was still able to keep him in the detention center, and could 

even command the director of the detention center to personally send Zhao Xingyao meals, who other 

than the higher-ups had this ability? 

Could it be that those drug lords had even taken care of the head of the guardhouse? 

With Xu Jiashou’s investigation, and the information Zhang Lei had inquired about through his way, 

these two combined, Ji Feng was almost certain that the reason why something had happened to the 

Zhao family was eight`nine times out of ten related to that city leader Xu Jiashou was talking about! 

“It seems that the one who is really involved in the White Face case is not just that leader’s son, he 

himself must also be involved!” Ji Feng snorted coldly. 

“Pah!” 

Zhang Lei snapped to his feet, “No comment, madman, since Xu Jiashou’s side already has the evidence, 

then let’s just do it and arrest that city leader’s son first! If this deduction holds true, I guarantee that as 

long as that city leader’s son is arrested, he won’t be able to sit still, and then we can follow the vine and 

uncover all those motherfuckers one by one!” 

Ji Feng said in a deep voice: “No! If we act rashly, in case the other party is desperate, I’m afraid that 

Zhao Kai’s father will suffer even more when the time comes, and more importantly, we can’t be sure 

that Zhao Kai’s father is in the detention center yet!” 

Zhang Lei said, “If that’s the case, then we’ll have to get help from the family on this matter, so that they 

can contact the leaders of Beihe Province directly, and can use the name of inspection work to go to the 

detention center to take a look ……” 

“Bullshit!” 

Ji Feng shook his head and laughed: “When the higher leaders go to inspect the work, they will still 

honestly put Zhao Kai’s father there? It must have been moved away long ago!” 



Zhang Lei patted his head, “I’m confused by those dog days’ anger! What do you think we should do 

then?” 

Ji Feng pondered for a moment, and with a movement in his heart, he said, “Actually, if we want to find 

out whether Zhao Xingyao is in the detention center or not, it’s not that hard, but you and I might have 

to suffer some aggravation ……” 

Zhang Lei immediately asked, “What’s your solution?” 

Ji Feng smiled, “This time, it’s going to depend on your DV machine!” 

Zhang Lei immediately understood what Ji Feng meant: “You’re going into the guardhouse?!” 

Ji Feng said, “It’s not me, it’s us! Those cops have been arresting you for so long without catching you, 

do you think it would be appropriate if you ran away?” 

Zhang Lei grinned, “It’s indeed inappropriate. What about outside?” 

Ji Feng smiled and pointed at Tong Lei and Bai Zhu, who hadn’t spoken, and said, “There are still them 

here!” 

Seeing that Ji Feng had an arrangement, Zhang Lei couldn’t help but grunt and sneer as he gritted his 

teeth with a scowl on his face, “This time I want to see just how arrogant those dog days are!” 

…… 

“They’re coming.” Zhang Lei said. 

“The movements are very skilled, it seems that these people are very experienced.” Ji Feng snorted 

coldly. 

The two of them were lying on the window sill of the room and stretched their heads to look down, only 

to see several cars stopped at the entrance of that hotel, and a group of policemen quickly got down 

from the cars and entered the hotel one after another. 

These policemen were very skilful in their movements, and the cars they drove did not have any special 

markings, so from the outside it was impossible to tell that there were policemen sitting inside. 

But now, the gang was heading straight upstairs, and then Ji Feng and the two of them heard the door of 

the room being kicked open with a bang, and a group of policemen pounced in directly, shouting under 

their breath. 

“Hands on your head, don’t move!” 

“All free to move, the police protest ……” 

The company’s main business is to provide a wide range of products and services to the market. 

Shouting a slogan is so idiotic!” 

A few policemen had already pounced on them and pinned Ji Feng and Zhang Lei back against the wall, 

handcuffing them, and one of them smiled and immediately slammed a ring on Zhang Lei’s waist, 

shouting, “Be honest!” 



“Well!” 

Zhang Lei door uttered a word, then turned his head to stare at the policeman and said in a cold voice, 

“I’ll remember this one from you.” 

“Boom!” 

The policeman punched Zhang Lei in the face and bellowed fiercely, “I told you to remember! How dare 

you talk tough!” 

Zhang Lei’s face wore a hideous sneer and he stopped talking. 

On the contrary, Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head as he watched, the policeman looked vicious 

and moved very ruthlessly, but this person didn’t know that his fist hitting Zhang Lei’s body couldn’t 

cause him any damage at all, instead it would make Zhang Lei remember him …… Was it necessary to 

work for someone so much? 

Why suffer! 

“What crime have we committed, on what basis are you arresting us?” Ji Feng asked loudly. 

“What crime has been committed, you will know later!” One of the policemen in the lead sneered, 

“Search for me!” 

“Yes!” 

The other policemen immediately started to search around the room, but not even two seconds passed 

before a policeman shouted, “Report, two packets of white flour were found in the cupboard, weighing 

at least eighty grams or more.” 

“Holy shit!” 

Zhang Lei couldn’t help but curse, he was really pissed off by these disgusting things: “You haven’t even 

checked, how can you be sure it’s white flour inside? Maybe it’s milk powder? You’re a god, you know 

it’s eighty grams when you touch it …… You’re more sensitive than an electronic scale! I say, you have to 

have some level of skill to plant evidence, okay?” 

The policeman suddenly blushed, and then said viciously, “Shut up!” 

The leading policeman, however, did not pay any attention to Zhang Lei, he just said in a cold voice: 

“Fine, eighty grams or more of white flour …… hum! According to the law, more than fifty grams can be 

sentenced to death, you two just wait for death!” 

Zhang Lei snorted, what brain, even if it is eighty grams of white flour, two people calmly share it, a 

person is only forty grams, still waiting for death …… this stolen plant, really fucking level! 

Ji Feng’s face is calm, but his eyes are chilly. 

These police officers, really to the point of lawlessness and recklessness, they are not too stupid, will not 

be more clever planting methods, but they think there is no need to do that, as long as a casual planting, 

you can put yourself and Zhang Lei to death! 



From this point on, we can see how chaotic the judicial system in Haizhou really is, it can be said to be 

completely broken down! 

Most importantly, no one knows how many people have been wrongly accused under such heinous acts, 

and how many people have lost their families or even their lives outright as a result. 

I’m afraid that Zhao Kai’s father is the best example of this! 

That’s good! 

Ji Feng turned to look at the camouflaged DV camera on the wall, and his eyes flashed with a thick chill! 

This time he wanted to see just how lawless the people of this Haizhou had become, and just who that 

so-called leader of the city was, and how much energy he had, to actually be able to do such a heartless 

thing in Beihe, which was just a step away from Yanjing! 
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In a resort in Dong Yang District, Hai Zhou City, North River Province, two men were drinking in a private 

room. 

These were two men, one of whom was about thirty years old, a youth of sorts. The other was a middle-

aged man, except that the big back of his hair was combed shiny and he was wearing a watch on his 

hand that seemed to be ordinary but was actually a designer watch. 

Because this middle-aged man was sitting on the other side of the table, just so that the table was 

blocking his fat belly, but one only had to see his face to immediately know how obese this guy really 

was. 

This middle-aged man had a fat face, and although he looked red and glowing, because of this obesity of 

his, his pair of eyes had turned into a slender type, looking white and chubby and honest, yet those eyes 

made him exude a treacherous look. 

At this moment, however, this middle-aged man’s face was piled with smiles, and it could even be said 

that he was smiling a little flatteringly, only that he was acting a little more subtle. 

For example, this middle-aged man pretended to be very casual and poured wine for the other party, or 

lit cigarettes for the other party, and also talked and laughed …… 

The actual fact is that his gaze is always on the other side, which is to keep an eye on whether the other 

side is satisfied with these actions of his. 

The young man sitting opposite him, on the other hand, had an arrogant look on his face, as if he had 

long been accustomed to such flattery from the middle-aged man and took it for granted. 

“Old Fan, that one surnamed Zhao hasn’t spat yet?” The young man took a sip of wine and asked with a 

frown. 

“That fellow Zhao Xingyao is really a hard-headed guy, no matter how much he is interrogated, he is 

hard-headed and refuses to admit, and now for some time, he has even simply died and won’t talk.” The 

middle-aged man with a fat head and big ears said indignantly, “Young Sun, if you want me to say so, we 



don’t need to be so polite, just give him something powerful, then he will have to admit his guilt even if 

he confesses, or not!” 

The young man known as Mr. Sun immediately furrowed his brow and shook his head, “No! Absolutely 

no lynching Zhao Xing Yao, after all, at his level, if he is involved in this kind of white-faced case, it will 

definitely draw attention from the outside world, and there will definitely be people from above, the old 

man has given me several hints in a row, absolutely no messing around!” 

The fat-headed man known as Old Fan was in a difficult position, he said helplessly, “Young Sun, this will 

be difficult, if we don’t do something, Zhao Xingyao will definitely not bow down, it has been dragging 

on for so long now, if it continues to drag on, things will be even more troublesome!” 

Sun Shao grunted, “Do you think I don’t know that? But no matter what, Zhao Xingyao is also a divisional 

cadre, if people find out that he has been sentenced, it will definitely cause unnecessary trouble when 

the time comes, and I’m afraid that even my old man won’t be able to suppress it …… Lao Fan, are you 

willing to continue grinding with Zhao Xingyao, or are you willing to be noticed by the outside world?” 

“That …… is fine.” 

The obese man known as Lao Fan shook his head helplessly, “I’ll go do some more work on Zhao 

Xingyao’s mind!” 

“Move fast!” 

Sun Shao said, “If Zhao Xingyao is still so tough-mouthed, you tell him that if he wants his wife and 

children to live, then he should cooperate honestly, otherwise ……” 

Old Fan’s heart suddenly flinched as he understood what Young Sun meant. If Zhao Xing Yao continued 

to be recalcitrant, then his wife and children would be implicated! 

That’s really ruthless! 

But when he thought about this Sun Shao’s usual style of being a person, he was just so ruthless, 

otherwise, he wouldn’t dare to deal with those white-faced dealers and play so big. 

Thinking of this, Fatty Fan hurriedly nodded his head, “I understand what you mean.” 

“Remember, this matter can’t be dragged on any longer!” Sun Shao’s face wore a grim look as he said in 

a deep voice, “As you know, there are already Zhao Kai’s classmates who have started investigating this 

matter, which means that there are already people in the outside world who are suspicious!” 

The fat man surnamed Fan was astonished: “I understand …… By the way, young Sun, this evening, a few 

more people stayed in the Haizhou Hotel, it was that Zhao Kai’s classmate who gave them the room …… 

” 

Sun Shao’s eyes suddenly glared: “Why didn’t you say so earlier? There are people coming over again, 

which means, that guy is determined to investigate this matter …… No! You have to get rid of the people 

immediately, otherwise, once the matter is stirred up, then none of us will be able to have a good time!” 



The fat man surnamed Fan hurriedly said, “Don’t worry Sun Shao, I have arranged for people to keep a 

24-hour eye on the Sea Island Hotel and Zhao Kai’s classmate, after I got the news today, I immediately 

sent people to take action, I believe that news will come soon.” 

“Humph!” 

Sun Shao snorted coldly, “Those men of yours are also all wine sacks! They can’t even catch a person 

several times in a row, thanks to the fact that they are still policemen!” 

Fatty Fan only nodded with a bitter smile, but in his heart he said, “Now they’re calling my men 

“drunken sacks of rice”, why didn’t they say so before? 

If they weren’t all drunken sacks and were all strong soldiers, how could your white noodles still enter 

Dongyang District? 

Now that something has gone wrong, you’re blaming me! 

The fat man surnamed Fan was slandering in his heart, but his mouth did not dare to say a single word. 

He knew how ruthless this young man Sun was, and even though he was the head of the Dongyang 

District, if he dared to make the slightest hint of rebellion, he would definitely not see the sun 

tomorrow! 

But what can be done about it? 

But what could be done? Who let him be the son of the executive vice mayor? 

The fat man surnamed Fan could not help but secretly cry out in bitterness, especially when it came to 

Zhao Xingyao’s rival, he was even more helpless, as he was the hand of Dongyang District, but as a 

result, in his normal work, he was pressed by Zhao Xingyao, as if he was the hand. 

Now that he had to face that guy, the fat man surnamed Fan was really reluctant from the bottom of his 

heart. 

But he had to go, who let him get greedy before and take Sun Shao’s money, and as a result, he couldn’t 

get off after getting into the thief’s boat! 

“Dang ……” 

Suddenly, a mobile phone rang. 

Fatty Fan immediately picked up the phone, and just listening to a few words on the phone, he was 

instantly in high spirits: “Caught? Good! I’m on my way!” 

Hanging up the phone, Fatty Fan looked at Shao Sun on the other side and said excitedly, “Shao Sun, 

that guy who claimed to be Zhao Kai’s classmate, he’s been caught.” 

“Oh?” 

Sun Shao couldn’t help but raise an eyebrow, coming to life. 

The fat man surnamed Fan said at once, “It’s not just him, there’s also a man who came today who was 

also caught.” 



“Go! Go over and take a look!” Young Sun immediately stood up, “Go over and see what they are from, 

a few students, how dare they come to investigate this and that …… really don’t know how to write the 

word dead?” 

“Young Sun please!” The fat man surnamed Fan immediately said. 

…… 

Dong Yang District Branch, in the interrogation room, Ji Feng and Zhang Lei were locked up in two 

interrogation rooms respectively and were being interrogated. 

“Boom!” 

A policeman suddenly slapped the table and viciously said, “Say! Who are you, from whose hands did 

you buy the white flour and to whom did you want to sell it? Give a straightforward account of all the 

problems!” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but frown. 

At this moment, his hands were handcuffed to a special interrogation chair, and his feet were also 

shackled, and after more than a year, Ji Feng was once again brought into the interrogation room. 

With the shouts of the police filling his ears, Ji Feng shook his head and said, “I know what you guys 

want, how about this, you guys write whatever you want, you can make up whatever you want about 

the process and the transcript or whatever, I’ll sign it at the end.” 

“……” 

The two policemen in charge of the interrogation froze and did not respond for a hard time, “What did 

you say?” 

Ji Feng shook his head and laughed, saying, “Can’t you hear me? I’ll admit to whatever you say, and I’ll 

also sign it, so it’s convenient for you and I’ll save myself the pain, isn’t that all happy?” 

The two policemen sitting across from Ji Feng looked at Ji Feng in a strange way, had they seen a ghost 

in broad daylight? 

The most important thing is that …… this crime is obviously not even his doing! 

“Still frozen for what?” Seeing those two policemen looking at each other, Ji Feng grunted: “Still not 

start writing? Otherwise I can’t admit anything!” 

“How dare you!” 

As soon as the two policemen heard that, their eyes glared and they hurriedly tapped on the computer 

keyboard, not even bothering to look at Ji Feng …… Since Ji Feng had agreed to let them make up crimes 

at will, why not hurry up? 

Such fools are hard to find! 

At the same time, in the other interrogation room, it was the same scene. 



Even Zhang Lei had a cigarette in his mouth, smoking beautifully …… because Zhang Lei was quite 

cooperative and very happy, making the police officer interrogating him in a good mood. 

When the two fingerprinted and signed confessions were sent to the captain in charge of the operation, 

the captain laughed: “It seems that these two boys are also two cowards, they can’t hold out so quickly, 

look at their guts …… Since this is the case, send them directly to the detention center and lock them up! 

” 

So, Ji Feng and Zhang Lei were brought out from the interrogation room at the same time, looking at the 

strange eyes of those police officers, as if they were looking at **** the two Ji Feng could not help but 

shake their heads and laugh at the same time. 

Who exactly is ****, there is no need to argue with these policemen on this issue at all, I believe that in 

a short while, they will understand this issue! 

Afterwards, Ji Feng and the two of them pushed onto a police car and headed straight for the detention 

center. 

The two of them did not speak on the way, because all the things had been arranged before this, they 

went to the detention center this time, just to find out whether Zhao Kai’s father was in the detention 

center or not, once this matter was clarified, then next, it was time for the thunder action! 
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However, what was unexpected for Ji Feng and Zhang Lei was that when they arrived at the guardhouse, 

they were not immediately assigned a room, but were taken to an interrogation room in the 

guardhouse. 

In this interrogation room, apart from seeing a few police officers in police uniforms, they also saw two 

men in plain clothes …… This was a young man and an obese middle-aged man. 

The first thing Ji Feng noticed was this young man, because this person’s face obviously carried a high 

and mighty look, that look was contemptuous, in addition to that, Ji Feng also saw a touch of killing in 

this person’s eyes. 

Obviously, this young man, who was not wearing a police uniform, was moved to kill himself and Zhang 

Lei! 

Ji Feng’s gaze looked up and down this young man’s body before he moved away. Although this young 

man looked fierce, his face was actually a bit pale, standing there with an unstable body, and looking at 

his designer clothes, he looked like the kind of second-rate person who had been emptied of his body by 

alcohol and sex. 

It was hard to put Ji Feng in his eyes. 

Instead, it was the middle-aged man next to that young man that made Ji Feng look at him a few more 

times, he sensed an air of treachery and cunning from this obese middle-aged man, this was definitely a 

cunning fellow. 

“Tsk ……” 



A tsk sound came out of the young man’s mouth with a derisive look on his face as his gaze glanced over 

Ji Feng and Zhang Lei’s bodies, “I thought it was someone, so it’s you two little yakuza investigating Zhao 

Xing Yao’s affairs …… I think you guys are impatient to live!” 

Ji Feng glanced at him, “Who are you? Seeing that you’re not wearing a police uniform, you don’t look 

like a police officer either …… What, you can speak instead of a police officer?” 

“A policeman?” 

The young man sneered, “The police have to listen to me too!” 

Ji Feng skimmed his mouth and laughed mockingly, “Hearing you say that, it’s quite impressive!” 

The young man snorted coldly and didn’t argue with Ji Feng, he just asked in a deep voice: “Let me ask 

you, what are you people and why did you come to Haizhou to investigate Zhao Xingyao’s matter?!” 

At this time, a policeman hurriedly stepped forward next to him and leaned over and whispered 

something in the young man’s ear. 

Immediately, his young man’s face turned strange as he looked at Ji Feng and Zhang Lei and couldn’t 

help but snicker, “Are you two out of your minds? Or do you think that you are going to talk to Zhao Kai 

about your friends’ righteousness? How dare you take the initiative to admit that you’ve committed a 

crime?” 

Zhang Lei sneered, “I think you’re the one who’s got water in his head!” 

“Two student eggs!” The young man shook his head, sneered with great disdain and waved his hand, 

“Old Fan, let’s go, I thought it was some kind of transgressive dragon coming to Haizhou to make waves, 

but it turns out to be just a few brats who know nothing …… about nothing!” 

That fat middle-aged man is also shaking his head and laughing, look no longer even look at Ji Feng and 

Zhang Lei. It’s really because what Ji Feng and Zhang Lei did was too childish in their eyes! 

Nowadays, everything is money-oriented, so how can anyone admit that they have committed a crime 

for the sake of classmates’ friendship and righteousness? 

Such people are either idiots or fools! 

What a pathetic child! 

The fat middle-aged man shook his head, these two guys were really looking for death, if they couldn’t 

find Zhao Kai, they would have just left and not stayed here to ask around, they wouldn’t have had 

anything to do with it. 

But now it was different, since these two guys had come and caused a lot of trouble for Sun Shao, they 

were really dead this time! 

In fact, even if Sun Shao didn’t put them in his eyes, he definitely wouldn’t let them go. 

The obese middle-aged man knew how ruthless Sun Shao was, he would definitely not leave any threat 

to himself, how powerful Zhao Xingyao was in Dongyang District, he dared to directly shoot the table 



with Sun Shao’s old man, but in the end, didn’t he still let Sun Shao use the means of the underworld, 

coupled with the power of the police, to directly bring him down? 

He even ended up involving his wife and children! 

“Hey! I want to see Zhao Kai, have you arrested my friend too?” Zhang Lei suddenly shouted out. 

“Shut up!” 

Sun Shao, who had already reached the door, turned around sharply and stared coldly at Zhang Lei, 

threatening, “If you dare to shout half a word nonsense again, you won’t survive the night!” 

Zhang Lei, however, stiffened his neck and said angrily, “I want to see my friend, and even if I have to 

die, then we have to die together!” 

Since the other party had already treated him and Ji Feng as the kind of **** who were hot-headed 

because they were acting for the sake of their friends’ righteousness, then Zhang Lei naturally had to 

make good use of this, and he simply pretended to be a little more frosty. 

That Sun Shao smiled, but sneered: “Your friend you are not going to see!” 

Ji Feng instantly frowned, what did this mean? 

Zhang Lei was furious: “You killed Zhao Kai? Fuck! I’ll fight with you motherfuckers!” 

Boom! 

Zhang Lei’s back was immediately hit, and one of the policemen behind him shouted, “Be honest, or 

you’ll suffer!” 

“Damn it!” 

Zhang Lei cursed angrily. 

But that young Sun only smiled and shook his head, leaving with great disdain, after which the obese 

middle-aged man explained, “Keep an eye on them, don’t let them cause trouble!” 

And then he left. 

Once the young man and the obese middle-aged man left, both Ji Feng and Zhang Lei were also taken 

away. 

The four policemen escorted them towards the camp of the detention centre. In the corridor, Ji Feng 

and Zhang Lei exchanged glances, both of them with a cold smile on the corners of their mouths. 

Originally, they had thought that they might have some trouble next, but to their surprise, just after 

arriving at the guardhouse, someone had actually jumped out on their own initiative. 

Were they too bold, or did they think that they could really overshadow the sky in Haizhou? 

That’s why they dared to be so lawless and unscrupulous? 

However, once they thought of that young man’s words just now, ‘You won’t be able to see your friend’, 

Ji Feng and Zhang Lei’s hearts couldn’t help but sink. They didn’t know what the young man, who was all 



branded and full of arrogance, actually meant by this statement… Could it be that Zhao Kai had really 

been killed by them? 

If …… 

Ji Feng secretly clenched his fist. 

“If Zhao Kai has really been killed by them, I will make all of them bury my brother!” Ji Feng roared in his 

heart. 

“Clang!” 

Ji Feng and Zhang Lei were brought to a room door, the iron door that only had a small window was 

opened, a pungent and foul smell immediately came from inside, making both Ji Feng and Zhang Lei 

couldn’t help but frown, they were staying in this tonight? 

“Crazy ……” Zhang Lei whispered. 

“Do it!” Ji Feng nodded and exchanged glances with Zhang Lei. 

Counting the time was almost done, making a move at this time would not be too much of a problem, 

the most crucial thing was that the young man and the obese middle-aged man they saw just now were 

obviously important people, these two were so disdainful of themselves and Zhang Lei, then surely no 

one would focus on them again next, which was just what Ji Feng wanted. 

“What are you two muttering about, be honest …… go inside!” A policeman bellowed, reaching out to 

push Zhang Lei. 

“Enter your mother!” 

Zhang Lei shouted lowly, backhanded a fierce fist smashed over, this fierce and ruthless fist, instantly 

smashed in that police officer’s face. 

Boom~~! 

The policeman didn’t even have time to react before he was directly smashed on the ground. 

At the same time, Ji Feng had already thunderously nudged each of the three remaining policemen on 

their necks, and the three instantly rolled their eyes and passed out. 

With a sullen face, Ji Feng lifted those few policemen and threw them all into the room, leaving only the 

policeman who had been smashed to the ground by Zhang Lei. 

Pa~~! 

Zhang Lei grabbed that policeman’s collar and yanked him up, slapped this guy with his hand, killing in 

his eyes, and asked viciously, “I’m asking you, is District Chief Zhao Xingyao in this guardhouse? Also, 

where is Zhao Kai?” 

However, the punch that Zhang Lei had just thrown was so vicious that the policeman didn’t even come 

back to his senses for a while. 

Ji Feng’s eyes narrowed as he reached out and slapped his hand on that policeman. 



In a flash, that policeman’s eyes went wide, and an extremely painful look began to appear on his face, 

and his body began to shake, as if his whole body was undergoing some kind of torture. 

However, he was unable to scream out and could only struggle in pain. 

After just a few moments, the policeman fell to the ground in pain, trembling, cold sweat pouring from 

his forehead, and a look of jealousy and shock and pain in his eyes. 

Ji Feng squatted down, patted this policeman’s body again and asked in a deep voice, “How was this 

taste just now? Do you want to try it again?” 

Huffing~! Huffing~~! 

The policeman was panting violently, his whole body was like coming back from the dead, his eyes were 

full of shock, once he heard Ji Feng’s question, he shook his head desperately, “No, I don’t want to ……” 

Ji Feng said in a deep voice: “Then answer the question properly! Is District Chief Zhao Xingyao in this 

detention center? Or is it under the personal charge of your director?” 

“Yes …… yes!” 

“Where is it?” Ji Feng immediately asked. 

…… 

There was a flutter. 

When Ji Feng finished asking the questions he wanted to know as fast as he could, the policeman was 

knocked out by Zhang Lei with a punch and then thrown into the room. 

Immediately afterwards, Ji Feng removed the leg shackles directly from him and Zhang Lei …… This point 

was really not challenging for him …… After throwing all these things into the room as well, Ji Feng 

locked the door from the outside and left quickly with Zhang Lei. 

They didn’t leave the guardhouse, but went to find Zhao Xingyao. 

The information Zhang Lei had inquired about earlier wasn’t wrong, Zhao Xing Yao was in this 

guardhouse! 

Ji Feng didn’t even know just how bold that gang had been, to dare to hold a district governor in such 

illegal means, and even directly in Zhao Xingyao’s precinct detention centre! 

Could there be anything more outrageous than this? 

Thinking about what that young man said when he was leaving, Zhao Kai really seemed to have …… a fire 

burning in Ji Feng’s heart! 
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“This is it!” 

In the guardhouse, Ji Feng and Zhang Lei avoided all the guards and arrived at the door of one of the 

innermost rooms. 



Although there were quite a few guards patrolling back and forth in this guardhouse, and there were 

people on duty, these people were not a threat to Ji Feng and his team. 

–The two of them could not have avoided these people with Ji Feng’s and Zhang Lei’s skills, which could 

not have been easier. 

On the other hand, it was also because Ji Feng and Zhang Lei were so quick to admit their guilt in the 

interrogation room of the police station that those police officers were a bit dazed. 

Coupled with the fact that a leader had explained down that they should be dealt with quickly and 

seriously, as a result, those police officers were so happy to see Ji Feng and the two of them so quick 

that they even forgot the minimum handover procedures …… At least, there were certain procedures to 

follow when they were sent to the detention center. 

And all kinds of information and case records of the suspects are also to be kept. 

Things such as photos of the suspect, physical and physiological features, etc., are not available. Even 

the prison uniforms of the guards were not even given to Ji Feng and the others to change into. 

The result was that it was convenient for Ji Feng and Zhang Lei. 

They walked around the guardhouse without any obvious features at all, whether it was the clothes they 

wore or their other outfits, they were no different from normal people, even if someone saw them, they 

would still think they were visiting the relatives of some suspect! 

In this way, Ji Feng and the two of them found this room with ease. 

According to the police officer’s explanation, he didn’t know the identities of the prisoners in this room, 

but he knew that the people in this room were under the responsibility of the head of the guardhouse 

and his inner circle, and no one else was allowed to interfere or inquire. 

However, the detention centre is only such a big place, so there is no way to hide any information, so 

there is usually information that the person in this room is Zhao Xingyao, the governor of Dongyang 

District. 

But whether it was true or not, the policeman was not sure. 

However, this information was enough for Ji Feng and the two of them. If the person locked up in this 

room was Zhao Kai’s father, Zhao Xingyao, they would know directly by opening it and taking a look. 

Even if it turned out in the end that it was not Zhao Xingyao who was being held here, but a fierce beast, 

there was no danger to Ji Feng and the two of them. 

“Crazy person, you do it!” 

Looking at the tightly closed iron door, Zhang Lei took the initiative to give way. He was more of an 

expert at fighting people, but this lock picking job, Zhang Lei was far from being able to do. 

Ji Feng nodded and casually pulled out a wire from his watch and **** put it inside the lock hole. 

“Ka~!” 



Just a few seconds later, a crunching metal sound was heard, the iron door moved, and it was obvious 

that the door to this room was opened. 

Zhang Lei took the lead and pushed the door in, not caring about the pungent and strange smell coming 

from inside this room, he shouted straight away, “Who is in this room?” 

“Humph!” 

As soon as Zhang Lei’s words left his mouth, a cold hum came out, followed by a voice with a strong 

sense of disdain, “I’ve already fallen to this state, why do I still have to play these tricks? What words did 

Fan Xuyi and Sun Dawei want you to bring me this time?” 

Ji Feng followed Zhang Lei into the room, and he immediately looked at the sound, and saw that in this 

room, against the wall, was a single bed with a bunk bed, and right on the lower bed, a man was lying 

diagonally. 

Other than that, there was no one else in the room. Obviously, it was this man who had just spoken. 

Although the room was dim and the ceiling light was not on, Ji Feng could see clearly that this man was 

not wearing a prison uniform and his hair had not been shaved off, so he did not look like someone who 

had been locked up in a detention centre. 

However, on this man’s feet were leg irons, and on his face was a very obvious look of mockery and 

disdain. 

This was Zhao Kai’s father! 

Almost the moment he saw this man, Ji Feng made this judgement, really because, this man looked too 

much like Zhang Lei, and their looks were almost seven or eight percent similar. 

Only, the man leaning on the bed in front of him was already middle-aged, slightly blessed, and wearing 

different gold-rimmed glasses from Zhao Kai, that was all. 

If this middle-aged man were twenty years younger, he would be exactly the same as Zhao Kai now! 

A middle-aged man, who looked so similar to Zhao Kai, and who was locked up in this detention centre, 

was no different from what Zhang Lei had inquired about, so who else could it be if not Zhao Kai’s 

father? 

“What, you’re here and you’re not talking? What other tricks do you want to play …… ee?” When the 

middle-aged man on the bed saw that Ji Feng and Zhang Lei did not speak, he immediately mocked, but 

before he could finish his words, he suddenly let out a surprised ‘ee’, “You guys ……” 

“You are District Chief Zhao Xingyao?” Ji Feng asked. He knew that Zhao Xingyao should have been 

unable to see himself and Zhang Lei just now because he was facing the doorway and was illuminated by 

the light, so he was not surprised by Zhao Xingyao’s surprise. 

“I’m Zhao Xingyao!” 

Zhao Xingyao, who was leaning on the bed, sat up straighter, but the look of surprise on his face 

gradually faded away and was replaced by a strong look of mockery: “Heh! There are two more of them, 



that’s all he Fan Xuyi has got… All right, you guys don’t have to say anything, go back and let him come 

and talk to me personally!” 

Ji Feng and Zhang Lei, however, looked at each other, and a glow of joy appeared on their faces at the 

same time, and they also breathed a sigh of relief at the same time. 

Great! 

It was really Zhao Xingyao! 

As long as Zhao Xingyao was found, then the next thing would be much easier. 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head, he didn’t even think that things would go so smoothly, that 

Zhao Xingyao would be found so easily. 

The identity of the middle-aged man in front of him no longer needed to be confirmed, looking at his 

manner of speaking and the subtle movements, he was definitely Zhao Kai’s oldest son, which was 

something that even plastic surgery could not fix, there was no way to imitate it. 

But the problem was that Zhao Xingyao was really being held in the detention centre in Hai Zhou Dong 

Yang District! 

You know, this is his own district, Zhao Xingyao. As the district chief, he was imprisoned in such a way, 

and he was also imprisoned in his own territory. 

Should we say that the people who were holding Zhao Xingyao were so bold as to be mind-boggling, or 

should we say that they were too clever? 

Did they think that by holding Zhao Xingyao in the Dongyang district, no one else would think of it? 

Or were those people simply not afraid that others would come to investigate? 

But when you think about it, since they even dared to use such means to imprison the district chief, 

what else were they afraid of? 

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you’re doing. 

…… 

These thoughts flashed through Ji Feng’s mind as he and Zhang Lei simultaneously stepped forward and 

helped Zhao Xingyao up from the bed. 

“Uncle, we’re Zhao Kai’s classmates, we’re not sent by anyone!” Zhang Lei said. 

“Humph!” 

Who knew that Zhao Xingyao, after hearing this, coldly snorted, with a sneer on the corner of his mouth, 

“You have used this trick before, and you are still not dead?” 

Ji Feng laughed, “Uncle, it’s fine if you don’t believe us, but now there’s a question you must answer, do 

you know the whereabouts of Zhao Kai?” 



Zhao Xingyao’s eyebrows twisted and a stern light appeared in his eyes as he said sternly, “What, you 

still want to hit my son? Hmph! Fine, finally you are not so stupid and know how to be flexible ……” 

“Uncle!” 

Ji Feng interrupted and said, “As I said, you can not believe us, and I am not trying to threaten you with 

Zhao Kai, I just want to ask you if you know Zhao Kai’s whereabouts …… you don’t have to tell us exactly 

where Zhao Kai is now, just say you know or don’t know, I don’t mean anything else by asking this 

question I just heard that something happened to Zhao Kai ……” 

“You don’t have to say anything, I won’t tell you anything!” Zhao Xingyao coldly said, “Rather, you guys, 

at a young age, do not take the right path, for the tiger, I want to remind you, a person who takes a 

crooked path, no matter how smoothly it goes, there will be a day to fall, when the time comes, you 

regret it is too late!” 

Ji Feng shook his head and smiled bitterly, it seemed that it would be difficult to get Zhao Xingyao to 

believe him, because he had come in a hurry and had not brought any evidence that would prove that 

he and Zhao Kai were indeed classmates, not even his student card …… 

“Well, uncle, since you don’t believe me, then we’ll just have to wait a bit!” Ji Feng said, “But you have 

to be mentally prepared first, think about how you’re going to clean up after those people who put you 

in here when you get out!” 

“Get out?” 

Zhao Xingyao gave Ji Feng a sidelong glance and shook his head, not saying anything. 

He was already too lazy to say anything more to Ji Feng. 

Ji Feng also just shook his head and smiled, he also didn’t have the luxury of making Zhao Xingyao 

believe him, if Zhao Xingyao believed a had him so easily, then Zhao Xingyao wouldn’t have been able to 

sit in the position of district chief. 

Zhang Lei was also helpless in this situation and had to ask, “Crazy, what’s next?” 

Ji Feng said, “Go ahead with the plan!” 

Zhang Lei nodded and said, “Alright then, I’ll go make a call!” 

As he spoke, he took out a mobile phone from his pocket and went outside to call Tong Lei. 

Ji Feng, on the other hand, found a place to sit down by himself and looked at Zhao Xingyao who was 

lying back on the bed, he couldn’t help but shake his head and smile, and then scratched his head again. 

Now that Zhao Xingyao had been found, according to the plan he had made with Zhang Lei, it was time 

to have someone come and rescue them, and then bring Zhao Xingyao out and make the matter public, 

and then arrest and kill him! 

However, Ji Feng was now worried, where was Zhao Kai? 

Zhao Xingyao didn’t answer his questions, so Ji Feng had no way of judging Zhao Kai’s current situation, 

and he didn’t know whether he was dead or alive! 



“Boom!” 

Just at this moment, Zhang Lei suddenly pushed the door in, and he said in a deep voice, “Crazy, 

something is not right, I saw a lot of police figures outside, and they are all carrying weapons …… Did 

someone find out?” 

Ji Feng immediately frowned, his mind turned rapidly, and then said, “Take uncle, let’s go!” 
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Ji Feng immediately frowned, his mind turned rapidly, and then said, “Take Uncle, let’s go!” 

In fact, after Ji Feng knocked out the four policemen who were escorting him and Zhang Lei, he knew 

that this matter would definitely not be able to be concealed. Although the policemen in the detention 

center did not look like policemen, after all, these people had some experience. 

The four policemen who were escorting him and Zhang Lei were late in returning, which would definitely 

attract the attention of others and lead to suspicion. If someone was slightly more diligent, someone 

would come and check on them, and at that time they would find that in the room that was supposed to 

hold him and Zhang Lei, their four colleagues were instead locked up inside. 

Needless to say, at this time even a fool would know that he and Zhang Lei must have run away. 

Then, the first thing they had to do was to search all over the guardhouse – Ji Feng had already paid 

attention when he came here, this guardhouse was surrounded by high walls and compounds, it was not 

that easy to escape from here, and I believe those police officers were quite confident about the 

security level of this guardhouse. 

So if a prisoner is missing, the first thing these police officers will think of is to search inside the 

guardhouse …… If you want to hide someone in a guardhouse of this size, it is still very easy! 

What’s more, if a prisoner escapes, the police may report it, and the director of this guardhouse knows 

that Zhao Xingyao is locked up in one of the rooms here. 

It would be strange if the guards didn’t make a big show of it! 

However, Ji Feng did not have the slightest worry about this, although this was not in his plan, but even 

if he was found out, he would be able to deal with it calmly. 

In fact, according to the original plan he had agreed with Zhang Lei, they would confess their guilt readily 

after being caught by the police, and then let the police send them to the guardhouse. 

At this time, they would try to find out whether Zhao Xingyao was in this detention centre or not, and if 

it was eventually determined that Zhao Xingyao was not here, then they would find a way to escape and 

then make other plans. 

But if Zhao Xingyao was here, it would be much easier to do. 

Whether it was the planting of evidence against them by the police officers at the Sea Island Hotel 

during the room search, or the entire interrogation process in the interrogation room, or the entire 



process after they arrived at the detention centre, all of them were filmed and recorded, and the 

evidence was all there. 

In this way, as long as he and Zhang Lei contacted Tong Lei and Bai Zhu directly after they had identified 

Zhao Xingyao’s location, they would naturally follow the original plan. 

At that time, no matter what he Fan Xuyi or that whatever Er Shi Zu or whatever, let’s see how they can 

still jump around! 

Therefore, it did not surprise Ji Feng to be discovered now, but the most crucial thing was to hold on 

until reinforcements arrived, otherwise, with those people’s reckless and lawless behaviour, they would 

definitely dare to order themselves and others to be shot to death indiscriminately! 

These people even dared to lock up Zhao Xing Yao, the district chief, outright, which was tantamount to 

rebellion, so what else would they not dare to do? 

“Crazy, see, they’ve already started searching!” Zhang Lei said in a deep voice. 

“I see it!” 

Ji Feng nodded slightly, as he stood at the entrance of the room where Zhao Xingyao was being held, 

and as he swept his gaze across, he found that uniformed police officers could be seen searching 

everywhere in the large courtyard of this guardhouse, and the most crucial thing was that these police 

officers were all holding weapons in their hands. 

“Crazy, those police officers must have already found out!” Zhang Lei said in a deep voice, “That goes 

without saying, it must be the four policemen we knocked out that they found out …… We definitely 

can’t stay here, where to go now?” 

“Just go to the room where we knocked out those four policemen!” Ji Feng said. 

“Go there?” Zhang Lei frowned and then stretched out, “That’s a good idea! The most dangerous place 

is the safest place!” 

Since those four knocked out policemen had been found, they must have been woken up or taken 

directly to the hospital. Who would have thought that they would come back to this room after 

escaping? 

Zhang Lei said, “I’ll carry uncle, madman, you drive ahead!” 

Ji Feng waved his hand and said, “It’s not that troublesome!” 

He squatted straight down, grabbed the ankle shackles on Zhao Xingyao’s ankles with one hand, gave a 

violent shake and shouted lowly, “Open it for me!” 

“Avalanche!” 

The steel ankle shackle was unexpectedly yanked off by Ji Feng! 

“Hiss…!” 



Zhao Xingyao, who had been silent, immediately sucked in a breath of cold air, this shackle, was actually 

pulled off by Ji Feng’s hand? 

Zhao Xingyao gave Ji Feng an extremely strange look, he really couldn’t believe that this young man had 

this kind of ability, this would have taken a while to break even with the special steel pliers! 

“Uncle, you can go now, be careful!” Ji Feng said, “Lei Zi, hold on to uncle, let’s go!” 

“Go!” 

According to the way he came, Ji Feng walked in front and was in charge of exploring the way, while 

Zhang Lei was holding Zhao Xingyao at the back. In fact, Zhao Xingyao didn’t suffer any injuries, but the 

problem was that Ji Feng had only broken the ankle shackle from the middle in order not to hurt his 

ankle, but the remaining steel hoop was still on Zhao Xingyao’s ankle, so it was a bit inconvenient for 

him to walk. 

However, with the help of Zhang Lei, his walking speed was not too slow. 

However, the room where Zhao Xingyao was was obviously under the key care of the police, and Ji Feng 

didn’t have to go far before he saw several police officers striding towards him, led by a tall man with a 

fat waist and a round body who looked very imposing. 

Ji Feng immediately realised that these people must have come for Zhao Xingyao. He didn’t wait for 

those people to react, his legs suddenly shot up and his body surged, his whole body was like a fierce 

tiger pouncing on its prey, and in just a few breaths, he reached those few policemen. 

“Ah…” 

One of the policemen just shrieked, and was instantly blasted in the face by Ji Feng, his nose was directly 

broken, and the whole man fell cleanly on his back to the ground, his eyes rolled over and he passed 

out. 

“Boom boom boom ……” 

Every time Ji Feng’s fist struck, one person fell, and in just the blink of an eye, all those policemen were 

knocked to the ground, all moaning in pain, or simply passed out. 

“Well ……” the fat bladdered guy groaned in pain, “Kid, who are you ……” 

“Shit! Kid, you’re looking for death! You’re beating up our Chief Niu ……” a cop next to him roared in 

pain. 

“Heh!” 

Ji Feng sneered, “So it’s the chief …… I’m looking for you!” 

That director Niu immediately thumped in his heart, immediately he cursed in his heart the police officer 

who had just exploded his identity, you son of a bitch, patting on the back without looking at the time, 

this guy can beat all of us like grandsons, can be so easily intimidated by you? 

You fucking tell him my identity, what if this guy goes crazy and takes me hostage? 



The chief Niu just thought of this, he suddenly felt a tightening of his neck, and immediately, he found 

himself being lifted up, and then he saw Ji Feng’s cold eyes. 

“I …… uh ……” Chief Niu just wanted to speak, when he was grabbed by Ji Feng’s neck and coldly snorted, 

“Shut up! Or I’ll waste you now!” 

“……” Chief Niu’s face instantly changed under, he felt a strong chill from Ji Feng’s body, he believed that 

if he talked any more nonsense, Ji Feng would definitely dare to really scrap him! 

Ji Feng picked up the several guns on the ground, then with a wave of his hand, Zhang Lei helped Zhao 

Xingyao to follow him up quickly. 

At this time, when Zhao Xingyao saw that Ji Feng was carrying Director Niu, who was even taller than 

him, he wasn’t too surprised anymore. 

In this way, Ji Feng carried Chief Niu with one hand, followed by Zhang Lei and Zhao Xingyao, and left at 

a fast pace. 

When he arrived at the room where the four policemen were previously held, as expected, it was 

already empty, and even the door was wide open. 

“Help, help the chief-” 

A wretched cry suddenly rang out, as if a dead old man had died. 

When Chief Niu heard it, his face changed drastically and he almost didn’t gnash his teeth, this son of a 

bitch, do you know how to kiss ass? If you shout like that, what if you force them to take me out 

directly? 

However, Ji Feng and the others acted as if they didn’t hear the shouting, and just helped Zhao Xingyao 

sit down first, and then threw Chief Niu to the side, not caring how he fell. 

“The police are all surrounding us!” Ji Feng stood in front of the door and looked at it, and then casually 

closed the door of the room, leaving only the small iron window on the door open, “Lei Zi, just now you 

called Lei Lei, when did they say they would arrive?” 

“They’re ready, they’ll be there in about half an hour at most!” Zhang Lei said, “Of course, it could be 

sooner!” 

“Good then, we’ll wait here for a while.” Ji Feng nodded, this guardhouse was really a good place to take 

hostages, once the iron door was closed, no one could see inside, the only thing left was the small iron 

window, but one could clearly see outside, while because of the light, the people outside could not see 

inside. 

“Get away!” 

Zhang Lei kicked Chief Niu to the side and his face sank: “Crouch down in the corner and put your hands 

on your head, if you dare to move around I’ll shoot you, you son of a bitch!” 

Chief Niu trembled with fear and hurriedly rolled and crawled to the corner. 



Zhao Xingyao shook his head as he watched, and couldn’t help but shout coldly, “Look at you! You’re a 

policeman! You’ve lost your face as a policeman!” 

At this time, Chief Niu still dared to talk back to Zhao Xingyao, his fat body fell on the ground is enough 

for him to suffer. 

At this time, Zhao Xingyao turned his head and said, “Are you …… really Zhao Kai’s classmates?” 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “Uncle, now you should tell me, do you know Zhao Kai’s whereabouts? At least 

let me know if he is still alive!” 
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Ji Feng nodded and said, “Uncle, now you should tell me, do you know Zhao Kai’s whereabouts? At least 

let me know if he is still alive!” 

Zhao Xingyao, however, frowned and said in a deep voice, “What do you mean by that?” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but be stunned. 

Looking at Zhao Xingyao’s expression, it seemed that he didn’t know about Zhao Kai’s accident at all, 

could it be that the young man had just casually said before that Zhao Kai hadn’t had an accident. Or, 

was it that Zhao Kai had indeed had an accident, but Zhao Xingyao had been kept in the dark and did not 

know the news at all? 

Ji Feng was at a loss to judge! 

“Uncle, I was just asking casually.” Ji Feng shook his head and said, “It was because we couldn’t find 

Zhao Kai that we thought something had happened to him …… In fact, when we were still at school, we 

couldn’t contact Zhao Kai, and at that time we thought it was because something was delayed in your 

family, that’s why Zhao Kai didn’t return to school, but have waited until the final exams have not yet 

seen Zhao Kai ……” 

Ji Feng weighed his words and recounted the whole thing. From the time Zhao Kai left Jiangzhou after 

looking for them to say hello, to how he and Han Zhong and Du Shaofeng realized that something had 

happened to Zhao Kai, to how they had come over now, all of it was told. 

Only, Ji Feng did not relay the young man’s words to Zhao Xingyao, because judging from Zhao Xingyao’s 

reaction, he did not seem to know Zhao Kai’s current situation. 

“So that’s how it is ……” Zhao Xingyao nodded slightly and said, “I certainly know Zhao Kai’s 

whereabouts, just that, right now, I can’t tell you guys… …” 

“I understand.” 

Ji Feng smiled and nodded, said, “Uncle also need not rush to say, I believe that never much longer, 

uncle will be able to walk out from here safe and sound, then uncle will believe that the two of us are 

really Zhao Kai’s classmates …… Of course, those who victimized you, also absolutely all can not escape! 

” 



Of course he knew that Zhao Xingyao should already believe them in his heart, after all, ordinary people 

can’t do this to take the director of the detention center as a hostage, and also unceremoniously beat 

the director of the cattle like a grandson …… from this point alone, there are already some credibility. 

The actual fact is that you will be able to find out more about the actual situation and also the way to 

get the best deal. 

Ji Feng himself did not expect Zhao Xingyao to tell him about Zhao Kai’s whereabouts, he only hoped to 

know one thing from Zhao Xingyao’s mouth – whether Zhao Kai was still alive! 

But now, it seemed that Zhao Xingyao was not too sure. 

Since that was the case, it was no good for Ji Feng to tell what he had heard, otherwise, it would be bad 

if Zhao Xingyao had any overreaction. 

“The thugs inside, listen, immediately release Director Niu, hand over your weapons and come out to 

surrender ……” Suddenly, there was a stern shout from outside. 

“Yoo-hoo!” 

Zhang Lei leaned over that small iron window and looked out, laughing playfully, “This gang of police is 

really slow to react, we’ve been here for so long before they came around …… Tsk, if someone were to 

storm the guardhouse, it would definitely be a rush! ” 

Ji Feng shook his head, it seems that the police in this Dongyang district, really rotten to the bone, there 

is not a bit of police like. 

…… In fact, when you think about it, if the police here were really all righteous and acted quickly and 

fiercely, how could Zhao Xingyao have ended up in this situation? 

  

The conversation between Ji Feng and Zhang Lei caused Chief Niu to look at him sideways, saying, 

“Where did these two guys come from to be so arrogant? 

“What are you looking at!” Zhang Lei glared and shouted violently, “Look again and break your dog 

legs!” 

“Ah!” 

Chief Niu’s body trembled in fear and he hastily lowered his head, not daring to look any further. 

Zhang Lei snorted coldly, “You’re a policeman even with that face? What the fuck!” 

Zhao Xingyao coldly said, “Don’t underestimate him, our Niu chief is not ordinary, from a joint defense 

team member, has been sitting in the position of the director of the detention center, that ability can 

still be small?” 

Ji Feng smiled, couldn’t help but be stunned for a long time, shook his head, this Dongyang District’s 

police system, it was really confusing to the extreme. 



No wonder this chief Niu was so pusillanimous and had grown such a big head for nothing, it turned out 

that he was not a police officer at all, but an ordinary joint defense member! 

These guards are found all over the country, mainly to assist the police in maintaining law and order 

when they are short of manpower, or to carry out patrols, investigate the situation of the public and so 

on. 

These people have no official status and no rights. To put it bluntly, they are nominally inferior to those 

so-called temporary workers. 

Of course, when something goes wrong, the role of these guards is similar to that of the temporary 

workers – they are all pulled out to be scapegoats! 

For example, if someone in such-and-such a police station abuses his power or violates the law and it is 

revealed, some people will put the blame on the guards or the temporary workers. 

Fire them, make a show of it, and after the public outrage is quelled, some time later these people are 

recruited in again, which can be described as flexible and versatile, really bringing Master Taizu’s 

guerrilla tactics to the ultimate performance! 

However, don’t underestimate these so-called temporary workers and joint guards, although they are 

not even a fart with the higher-ups, in front of the common people, they are definitely more tyrannical 

than the 2-5-8 million, and they even hate to walk across the street. 

If ordinary people offend them, hey, they’ll get their asses kicked! 

The reason is that many of the guards are often hobos or people with a history of idleness, and these 

people are vicious by nature, so it goes without saying that they do things. 

However, although these people can walk around in front of the people, and if they befriend the leaders 

and send enough gifts, they may be able to get a formal establishment, it is surprising if they want to sit 

in the position of the director of the guardhouse. 

A guy who is idle and probably even notorious in the neighborhood can become the director of the 

detention center, this kind of thing is so incredible that it can be no different from the previous 

explosion that a lady of three escorts can become a judge of the court! 

Could this matter be any more bizarre? 

It is no wonder that Zhao Xingyao had an angry look on his face when he talked about this matter. This 

matter sounded to Ji Feng like he was listening to a heavenly book! 

Zhang Lei also couldn’t help but feel, “No wonder so many people have complaints now, it sucks!!!” 

Ji Feng didn’t want to think about this crap anymore, he took his phone from Zhang Lei and directly 

dialed Tong Lei’s number: “Lei Lei, where are you guys at?” 

“Ji Feng, are you guys okay?” Upon hearing Ji Feng’s voice, Tong Lei asked with concern, “We’re on our 

way to the detention center, we’ll probably be there in about ten minutes.” 

“We’re all fine, how can this group of straw men threaten us!” Ji Feng said with a smile. 



Only then did Tong Lei let out a sigh of relief and said crisply, “You guys must not be careless, protect 

yourselves first ……” 

Listening to Tong Lei’s still crisp voice, the corner of Ji Feng’s mouth pulled up a slight curve. Perhaps, 

only Tong Lei is able to maintain an ethereal state of mind in such a chaotic and turbid world. 

However, no matter how much trouble he had in his heart, as soon as he heard Tong Lei’s voice, all 

those worries were swept away and the whole person was much more refreshed! 

After hanging up the phone, Ji Feng took a few steps to the door and looked outside through the barred 

window and found that there were already at least a few dozen police officers with guns pointed at this 

side. 

Only, these police officers were the ones with a nervous look on their faces, the vast majority of them 

hiding their bodies behind the pillars of the corridor, and what’s more, some were even lying across the 

flower beds in the courtyard, trying to make the flower beds cover themselves …… 

Ji Feng shook his head and smiled, if the law and order of Haizhou is counting on these people, then it’s 

really …… 

…… 

The time passed, so many police outside, hard none dared to move, all nervous to find something to 

cover themselves, waiting for reinforcements to arrive. 

And sure enough. 

  

Ji Feng saw the obese middle-aged man he had seen before and the second-rate youth again among this 

group, only this time, that youth was not in the crowd, but stood at the back. 

“Bastard!” 

Zhao Xingyao suddenly cursed angrily. 

Ji Feng immediately turned his head to look, but he saw that Zhao Xingyao’s face was as sunken as water 

at this moment, with an angry glint in his eyes. 

“Uncle, do you know the people outside?” Zhang Lei asked. 

“Humph! The head of our Dongyang District, how dare I not know them?!” Zhao Xingyao’s voice was 

low: “And Mayor Sun’s young master …… If it wasn’t for them, how could I have been locked up here?!” 

“It really is them ……,” Zhang Lei grinned, “Uncle, don’t worry, there are at most ten minutes left before 

you can walk out of here, and then, it will be your turn to dispose of these bastards! ” 

Zhao Xingyao shook his head and did not answer the question. Just looking at his expression, it seemed 

that he still didn’t quite believe in Zhang Lei’s words. 

“Ding ……” 



The phone suddenly rang, Ji Feng immediately picked up the phone and heard Tong Lei’s voice coming 

from inside, “Ji Feng, where are you guys now? We’re at the gate of the detention center ……” 

Ji Feng smiled faintly: “Tell the people leading the team to rush in directly and take everyone down! 

Remember, don’t let any of them get away!” 

Hanging up the phone, Ji Feng looked back at Zhao Xingyao and said, “Uncle, the good show is on!” 
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Inside the guardhouse, the confrontation was still ongoing. 

Inside the room, Ji Feng, Zhang Lei and the others were silent, and no matter how much the police 

outside shouted, they just pretended not to hear – they had nothing to say to this group of police at all. 

Based on his conversation with Zhao Xingyao, Ji Feng already had a general understanding of the 

situation in this Dongyang District. 

The head of this Dongyang district was named Fan Xuyi, the middle-aged man outside with fat white hair 

combed like a dog’s lick. 

This person is good at manipulation, and can be said to be extremely flattering to his superiors, while for 

his colleagues or subordinates, he uses all kinds of means to control or suppress them, using all kinds of 

means, and is definitely called a smiling tiger. 

In particular, this Fan Xuyi has a very good relationship with an executive deputy mayor of Haizhou, 

which makes him quite trusted by his superiors. 

Under such circumstances, the entire Dongyang district is almost single-handedly controlled by Fan Xuyi. 

However, this person only cares about making money, but does not care about construction and 

people’s livelihood, making the whole Dongyang District in chaos. 

The most typical thing is that many people who are not qualified have bought their way into the regular 

establishment from Fan Xuyi by paying money, such as Chief Niu, and there are many people like him in 

the whole Dongyang District! 

Especially in the police, because there were a certain number of establishment quotas every year, it had 

also become a feng shui treasure trove for people like Fan Xuyi to make money, and all sorts of rogue 

thugs could come in and become police officers! 

Of course, Ji Feng also learned that the reason why the situation at the Dongyang District Branch was so 

chaotic was actually related to that executive vice mayor’s son-in-law. 

It was said that in recent years, a gang of white flour traffickers had appeared in Dongyang District, 

which had recently become more and more rampant. According to Zhao Xingyao’s secret investigation, 

this gang is related to the executive vice mayor’s son! 

If you think about it this way, it’s not hard to understand. 

If you want to sell white flour here, the first thing you have to do is to take care of the local police. That’s 

why Fan Xuyi has to keep a firm grip on the police system. 



He transferred all those police officers who dared to go against him, or who were a stick in the mud to 

the end, and replaced them with all his own people …… It didn’t matter if those police officers were 

formally trained or had professional knowledge or not. 

In other words, the current Dongyang District Branch, the police who really do real work are almost all 

sitting on the bench, but instead those hooligans who originally did nothing or even loafed around, 

actually became police officers and even got promoted! 

Most of those policemen gathered outside were such people. 

Since that was the case, how could Ji Feng put these people in his eyes? 

Even though Ji Feng would never underestimate any police officer, these people outside right now …… 

they were not even considered police officers! 

So, listening to the constant shouts from outside, Ji Feng and Zhang Lei simply turned a deaf ear. 

But in this way, those police outside are a bit overwhelmed. The room was silent and separated by an 

iron door, so they couldn’t see what was going on inside, and Chief Niu was inside, so they didn’t dare to 

barge in, so they had to stay here. 

“Old Fan, what the hell is going on here? Ah? What the hell is going on?” 

Sun Shao’s face was very unpleasant: “How on earth did this Niu guy do his job, those two people were 

handcuffed, how could he let them get away and save Zhao Xingyao and hijack the Niu guy?” 

Fan Xuyi was also full of tension, his forehead covered in cold sweat: “Young Sun, I went with you, I 

don’t know exactly what’s going on here! However, those four policemen who were attacked said that 

the two young men who were caught in today seem to be very powerful …… Do you think they could be 

……” 

“Are what?” 

Sun Shao couldn’t help but snort coldly, “This is all an excuse, that is, your people are incompetent! Two 

outsiders, what waves can they turn up? Four men with guns can’t even beat two handcuffed men, I 

think they can all go to hell!” 

Fan Xuyi nodded with a bitter smile, he also found it a bit unbelievable, according to reason, these 

policemen used to be good fighters, and they were all vicious, how could they be beaten like grandsons 

by two handcuffed men? 

The two foreigners are pretending to be pigs and eating tigers, you see, they are so quick to admit their 

guilt, are they really afraid of being beaten up? Why do I get the feeling that they are coming for Zhao 

Xingyao?” 

“Humph!” 

Sun Shao snorted coldly, “Coming after Zhao Xingyao? You think they’re the experts sent down from 

above?” 



A scowl appeared on his face, “Even if it’s true, it’s too arrogant for just two people to try to save Zhao 

Xingyao from our territory! No matter who is here, they won’t leave here alive today! Old Fan, 

immediately order a strong attack, and if the people inside dare to resist, just beat them to death!” 

Fan Xuyi hurriedly said, “Young Sun, I can’t, Chief Niu is still inside, as well as Zhao Xingyao!” 

Sun said impatiently, “Fan Xuyi, you have to know what’s important! I know that you’re having an affair 

with that Niu’s sister, but you have to understand what the consequences will be if you let them get 

away today! Besides, it’s his sister you’re playing with, not him, so is your life important, or is he 

important?” 

Fan Xuyi opened his mouth, but no words came out. 

Seeing Fan Xuyi’s resentful look, Sun Shao added, “As for Zhao Xing Yao …… that’s even better! There 

was a hostage-taking incident here, and the district chief of Zhao rushed here temporarily after learning 

about it, and disobeyed to negotiate with the suspect, but he was killed ……” 

Fan Xuyi immediately widened his eyes: “Sun Shao, don’t want a confession?” 

“Humph!” 

Sun said in a cold voice: “This is the truth, more useful than any confession! Cut the crap, order a strong 

attack immediately!” 

Fan Xuyi was still a bit hesitant, no matter what, Zhao Xing Yao was a real district chief, if he died here, 

could he really give an account in so many words? 

“Fan Xuyi, what are you waiting for!” Sun Shao glared, “Are you deaf? I told you to give the order!” 

“Boom~~!” 

As soon as Sun Shao’s words fell, suddenly a gunshot sounded not far away, and the next moment, a 

miserable and incomparable scream came out, “Ah–!” 

Everyone turned their heads abruptly and saw a large number of soldiers rushing in at the gate of the 

guardhouse! 

All of them were dressed in military uniforms, armed with standard weapons, and had a strong aura of 

iron blood, they were obviously an army of iron blood, an elite army! 

Everyone could not help but be astonished, where did the regular troops come from? 

“DONG! Knock knock knock ……” 

Before Sun Shao and Fan Xuyi could recover from this shock, they saw that around the guardhouse, a 

large number of soldiers were also tumbling over from the courtyard wall, and as soon as they landed, 

they directly assumed a charging stance and quickly stepped forward, the black muzzles of their guns 

were pointed at them, the police officers …… 

All the police officers present couldn’t help but feel a moment of panic, the leading policeman still 

wanted to pretend, he took two steps forward and bellowed, “I’m the chief of the Dongyang District 

Branch, which force are you from ……” 



“Boom!” 

What he got in response was a fierce shot to the butt of the gun, which was made of wood, but the 

strong physique of the soldier, without reservation, smashed into the chief’s head, directly causing a 

flash of gold stars in front of his eyes, his body swayed a few times, and he fell to the ground with a 

thud. 

All the soldiers took up an attack stance and surrounded those policemen in the middle, only to have the 

same authoritative voice come out, “Take all these bandits into custody!” 

“Yes!” 

Everyone boomed in response. 

And at this time, a military jeep drove in through the gate, only to see a soldier in military attire get out 

of the vehicle, this soldier was about thirty years old, but looking at the shoulder patch on his shoulder, 

it was two bars and two stars. 

Hiss–! 

Others might not recognise him, but that Fan Xuyi could see that this was a lieutenant colonel, that was 

at least a battalion commander level officer, or even a deputy regiment commander was possible. 

Already a lieutenant colonel at such a young age, this young officer must be a person of ability or 

background, but whichever it was, it was definitely not good news for them. 

Because the situation in front of them, even a fool could see that these soldiers were coming for them. 

And looking at the tigerish aura of these soldiers, it was obvious that they were elite troops …… 

The officer’s cold gaze swept over Fan Xuyi, and the latter instantly only felt coldness all over his body, 

he felt like he was simply like a small sheep being targeted by a fierce tiger, and all his strength seemed 

to be drained away. 

“Where’s Ji Feng?” 

“Where is Zhang Lei?” 

At this time, two more pretty young girls came down from the car, but they were Bai Zhu and Tong Lei. 

However, no one answered their questions. 

The young officer glared, “Asking you, are you deaf?” 

Fan Xuyi couldn’t help but shiver at once, his heart screamed in agony, where do I know any Zhang Lei or 

any Ji Feng? 

“Boom~~!” 

A gun butt smashed straight down, hitting Fan Xuyi’s shoulder squarely, instantly causing Fan Xuyi 

almost pain to his bones, he screamed miserably, “Ah-!” 



At this time, the iron door of a room was opened and Ji Feng and the others walked out, “Lei Lei, Bai Zhu 

……” 

“Young Ji?!” 

“Ji Feng, are you alright?” As soon as the two of them saw Ji Feng and the others come out, they 

hurriedly walked over quickly, a look of surprise filling their gorgeous and unparalleled pretty faces. 

“We’re fine!” 

Ji Feng laughed, “With this bunch of trash, how could they possibly hurt us?!” 

Tong Lei nodded her head repeatedly, “Mm! It’s good that it’s alright ……” 

“Tsk!” 

Zhang Lei shook his head and sighed, “Why doesn’t anyone care about me for a bit?” 

Tong Lei instantly blushed slightly, “I care about you two, how could I possibly leave you out!” 

“Hey! Who the hell are you people, who let you barge in, and do you know who I am?” A piercing voice 

interrupted their conversation, only to see that young Sun being pointed at by two soldiers with guns, 

his face full of anger: “Against you?!” 
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“Hey! Who the hell are you people, who let you barge in, do you know who I am?” A piercing voice 

interrupted their conversation, only to see that young Sun being pointed at gunpoint by two soldiers, his 

face full of anger: “Against you?!” 

“Damn it!” 

Zhang Lei’s face sank as he coldly glanced back at the other man, “I really want to rip his mouth off!” 

Ji Feng waved his hand and said, “No need to be common sense with him, we’ll clean him up later!” 

Zhang Lei nodded, and his eyes glanced at Zhao Xingyao who was standing next to him. 

As a district chief, he was being held like a prisoner in this detention center, so he must have a fire in his 

heart. 

What’s more, this young Sun seems to be domineering in Haizhou, but in reality, he is just an arrogant 

second generation who doesn’t know how high the sky is, so it would be too much to get angry with 

him! 

Ji Feng greeted the officer who was leading the team and shook hands with each other. 

“Wait a minute!” 

Zhao Xingyao suddenly spoke out, his face sullen, steadily came to the pale Fan Xuyi, and looked at Sun 

Shao who still kept on screaming, but suddenly laughed. 



“Fan Xuyi, you didn’t expect it, did you, you think that by hugging the thigh of the vice mayor, you can 

act recklessly?” Zhao Xingyao shook his head and laughed coldly, “Your good days are considered to 

have come to an end!” 

“Zhao Xingyao, you don’t have to be such a big tail here!” Don’t think you can be arrogant just because 

the army is helping you, don’t forget that the safety of your family is in your hands! I’m telling you, now 

you better let me go immediately, or else ……” 

“Or else you’ll have to threaten me with my family, right?” Zhao Xing Yao’s voice suddenly went cold, 

“Don’t you think, Sun Gongzi, that you are too stupid?” 

“What do you mean?” Sun Shao said angrily. 

“If you had really taken control of my family, would I have lived for so long? I’m afraid I would have been 

forced to die by you guys long ago!” Zhao Xingyao sneered, “I know better than anyone where my family 

is, so there’s no need for you to care!” 

Sun Shao’s face changed, and he said in a hateful voice, “Old thing, so you already knew that I didn’t 

catch your wife and children?” 

Zhao Xing Yao, however, had already turned around and no longer paid any attention to Sun Shao. 

When he came to Ji Feng and Zhang Lei, Zhao Xingyao suddenly bowed: “Two little brothers, thanks a 

lot!” 

Ji Feng smiled and waved his hand, “Uncle, you don’t have to be polite, it’s all as it should be.” 

“Yes!” 

Zhang Lei also nodded, “Zhao Kai is our friend, you don’t need to be polite, only, just now I think I heard 

you say that Zhao Kai didn’t seem to be in trouble?” 

They had all heard the conversation between Sun Shao and Zhao Xingyao clearly just now, and Zhao 

Xingyao was very confident in affirming that his wife and children were not under Sun Shao’s control, 

which meant that he should know the whereabouts of Zhao Kai and his mother. 

Zhao Xingyao shook his head and said, “Technically speaking, something did happen to Zhao Kai ……” 

Ji Feng and Zhang Lei’s hearts immediately tightened and they asked at the same time, “What?! 

Something really happened to Zhao Kai?” 

Zhao Xingyao sighed and said, “It’s a long story, we’d better talk about it later.” 

“Wait!” 

Ji Feng hurriedly said, “It doesn’t matter if it’s a long story or not, uncle, I just want to know if Zhao Kai is 

still alive now?” 

He came to Haizhou to look for Zhao Kai, so of course he had to find out if he was still alive or dead! 

Zhao Xingyao lost his smile and said, “Of course he is still alive, but something happened and he was 

trapped, that’s all!” 



Only then did Ji Feng and Zhang Lei breathe a sigh of relief, but in their hearts they were helpless, this 

Zhao Xingyao was still talking with a big gasp, making them all nervous …… 

The next good show was one after another. 

The first time I saw the company, I was able to get a good deal on it. 

The first to arrive was the first hand of Beihe province who had already gotten the news, followed by the 

main leaders who rushed over one after the other. 

When they saw the shackles on Zhao Xingyao’s feet, the video footage provided by Ji Feng and Zhang Lei 

of the police planting evidence against them, and the various evidence taken by military personnel in 

the detention center …… all those present could not help but suck in a breath of cold air! 

Lawlessness! 

It was unbridled! 

The police can use white flour to accuse people and plant evidence at will! 

The police were even in cahoots with them, blatantly imprisoning a district governor and treating him as 

a prisoner! 

The people present even wanted to ask whether this Dongyang District was still under the rule of the 

Dang or not. 

The first hand of Beihe Province was even more furious, within his jurisdiction, there was such a 

lawlessness that was almost unbelievable, this was just like slapping him in the face fiercely! 

Especially, this matter also involved Ji Feng and Zhang Lei …… Even though these two young people do 

not have an official position on them, not even a civil servant, they are the ones who can go straight to 

heaven’s ears. 

The two young people suffered such an aggravation in North River Province, after going back, will not be 

able to complain to their parents? 

If they went back and complained to the old man at home, they wouldn’t even need to add to the story, 

but just give an objective and fair account of what happened, it would be enough to arouse the wrath of 

the top brass. 

What is it? Does this province still belong to China or not? 

I’m afraid that all the cadres in Beihe Province will be affected by this. 

What makes the main leaders of Beihe Province even more furious is that they were not the first ones to 

get the news of this outrageous matter that had occurred within their jurisdiction, instead, it was Ji Feng 

and Zhang Lei who tossed around their relations to inform them …… This does not make them look more 

and more incompetent? 

Moreover, when Ji Feng and Zhang Lei took action to save people, they didn’t even use police people 

anymore, but directly went through their relations and asked the military for help, which undoubtedly 

shows that they already have extreme distrust of the police in Beihe Province. 



This was another resounding slap in the face! 

These cadres were all slapped in the face so hotly that they almost lost face! 

And when they considered all the bad repercussions that would be created, the main leaders of Beihe 

Province were almost shocked to the point of anger. 

An investigation to the end! 

This is the decision they made, now things are not even possible to deal with low-key, even if someone 

wants to deal with low-key, these cadres are not agreed, especially, to be able to sit in their position, in 

fact, what is in mind is no longer how to get money, how to search for benefits, if they only think about 

these words, they will definitely not sit on the provincial leadership throne. 

So in fact these people are still very principled, especially the main leaders of the province, more so. 

Such outrageous things done by people like Fan Xuyi and Sun Shao make everyone uncomfortable, so at 

this time even if someone wants to cover up, they will not agree. 

Among these cadres present, there were a few people who saw this situation and turned pale and 

trembled like chaff. 

Among them was the executive deputy mayor of Haizhou, which was also Sun Shao’s father. 

What his own son had done, although he was not so particularly clear, but its main circumstances, such 

as the white face, he was incomparably clear …… 

Dead certain! 

…… 

This time, some departments were surprisingly efficient. 

It only took half a night, not even until dawn, together with the procedures had all been arranged. 

The province used the shortest time to set up a task force, with the help of the detention center as the 

office, and also contacted the military to temporarily borrow those soldiers who came to participate in 

the rescue today, the arrests should be made, the investigation should be conducted! 

At the same time, the provincial armed police force, the police department special operations group and 

other manpower police force were mobilized, in this night, do not know how many people were 

arrested …… 

As for Zhao Xingyao, he was idle. 

The excuse that Fan Xuyi gave to the outside world was that Zhao Xingyao had gone abroad, but now 

that the truth has come out, all the excuses and rumors have been dispelled and Zhao Xingyao is 

naturally still the district chief. 

And this kind of police action, he will not ask questions, and he is also one of the parties involved, also to 

avoid suspicion. 



So after giving a statement to the task force, Zhao Xingyao was arranged to go to the hospital for a 

medical check-up, and Ji Feng and the others went over with him, as they wanted to ask Zhao Kai about 

the specifics. 

Originally, the main leaders of Beihe Province also wanted to talk to Ji Feng and Zhang Lei, but they were 

politely declined by the two, as they knew exactly what the other side was going to say. 

They were not involved in such matters, as long as they could save Zhao Xingyao and find Zhao Kai, then 

everything would be fine. 

At this time, Ji Feng instead missed his second brother, Ji Shaolei, a little bit. If there was a second 

brother around, this kind of dealing with the officials could be completely left to him, and Ji Feng was 

helpless about these social engagements and such. 

Fortunately, visiting Zhao Xingyao in the hospital was a good excuse, so early in the morning, Ji Feng and 

the others arrived at the hospital. 

“Uncle father, are you feeling better?” When he came to the ward, Ji Feng asked with a smile. 

“There is nothing wrong with my body in the first place, it is not possible to talk about whether it is good 

or not!” Zhao Xingyao shook his head and laughed, “In the detention center they didn’t dare to do 

anything to me, good food and drink were provided, and my body didn’t suffer any harm …… but I let 

you guys take the trouble!” 

Zhang Lei laughed, “Uncle, if you don’t want us to continue to bother, just hurry up and tell us about 

Zhao Kai, we are dying of anxiety!” 
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“Zhao Kai’s matter ……” 

Zhao Xing Yao looked at the nervous and expectant expressions of Ji Feng and Zhang Lei, and could not 

help but say with emotion, “I really let you guys take the trouble, it’s Zhao Kai’s blessing to have friends 

like you guys!” 

Although he had only known Ji Feng and Zhang Lei for just one night, Zhao Xingyao had seen everything 

they had done. 

In the detention center, Ji Feng and Zhang Lei dared to confront the police, and even dared to take 

action directly, not hesitating to take the chief Niu as a hostage, and remained unafraid in the face of 

that group of police officers’ guns. 

Although it is said that this is because Ji Feng and Zhang Lei have extraordinary skills and courage, but if 

it were not because they really take Zhao Kai as a friend, who would go and put themselves at risk? 

No matter how great the matter was, they couldn’t be invulnerable to swords and guns, right? 

When they were confronting the police, in case any of the douchebags really shot, were they going to be 

injured then? They might even be dead! 

But Ji Feng and Zhang Lei did so without blinking an eye! 



There was no other reason other than brotherhood that could explain Ji Feng and his duo’s actions! 

Of course, if someone else had done this, then Zhao Xingyao might have wondered if it was because 

someone else wanted to flatter him as the district chief, so he did this? 

But ever since last night when he vaguely knew that Ji Feng and Zhang Lei might not be of small means, 

Zhao Xingyao had no such thoughts at all. 

Just ask, both Ji Feng and Zhang Lei could mobilise people from the military, did they need to come and 

flatter themselves? 

What they did was purely because they truly considered Zhao Kai as a friend! 

“On behalf of Zhao Kai, I’d like to thank you all!” Zhao Xingyao said sincerely, even going so far as to get 

off the hospital bed and bow to Ji Feng and Zhang Lei. 

“Heh! Uncle father, don’t you!” Zhang Lei hastily stopped Zhao Xingyao, waving his hand and laughing, 

“If you’re like this, then we don’t even know how to stay here anymore.” 

“Uncle, our relationship with Zhao Kai is there, so you don’t need to be more polite.” Ji Feng laughed, 

“Tell me about Zhao Kai!” 

“Zhao Kai ……” 

Mentioning his son, Zhao Xingyao’s face couldn’t help but flash a bitter smile, “He’s currently in jail!” 

“Jail!?” 

Ji Feng and Zhang Lei exclaimed at the same time. 

Zhang Lei, who was more anxious in nature, immediately asked, “Uncle, what is Zhao Kai in jail for? Did 

he commit a crime?” 

Ji Feng and the two of them were both surprised to the extreme, just with that character of Zhao Kai, 

how could he possibly go to jail? If you want to say that Zhang Lei was in jail, Ji Feng believed it, because 

this guy is still a special tiger sometimes, but Zhao Kai belongs to the kind of person who is wilful, his 

stomach is full of bad water, to put it nicely, he is wise, this kind of person, how could he do something 

impulsive? 

Zhao Xingyao let out a light sigh, “I’m the one who put him in jail!” 

Once this statement was made, Ji Feng and Zhang Lei were even more astonished. 

Zhang Lei rubbed his forehead and laughed bitterly, “Uncle, why don’t you simply finish in one breath, 

don’t make us anxious.” 

Zhao Xingyao said, “It’s like this, in fact, a long time ago, I knew that there were white face traffickers 

coming in from Dongyang District, and their activities were getting more and more rampant, with some 

leading cadres and some cadres’ children, moreover, the police in Dongyang District were all rotten from 

the roots.” 



“When I sensed the danger, I made a phone call to Zhao Kai, called him back, and then sent him to 

another city, and had arranged for people to clash with him, sort of setting him up ……” 

With Zhao Xing Yao’s narrative, Ji Feng and Zhang Lei finally understood why they couldn’t contact Zhao 

Kai, dare I say, Zhao Kai was framed by his old man and put in jail. 

This guy was locked up in a prison cell, how could they be able to contact him? 

It turned out that Zhao Xingyao already had a hunch about the situation in Dongyang District, so he 

arranged such a play in advance, deliberately making his son commit a crime and then being imprisoned. 

I have to say that this was indeed a brilliant move, or at least an excellent way to protect Zhao Kai. 

I’m afraid that whoever it was would never have thought that Zhao Xingyao, as a district governor and a 

cadre at the full division level, would send his own son to jail! 

Perhaps it was also because of this that Zhao Kai did not know what had happened at home, let alone 

that his father was missing. And in this way, Zhao Kai would not have had to risk coming back, let alone 

trying everything he could to rescue Zhao Xingyao. 

It can be said that this move not only protected Zhao Kai’s personal safety, but also directly restricted 

Zhao Kai’s personal freedom, so that he could only stay in prison, without the risk of being found and 

without being able to actively invite danger! 

“What about …… aunt?” Zhang Lei asked. 

“Your aunt has rented a house over there and is waiting for Zhao Kai to be released from prison.” Zhao 

Xingyao said. 

At this moment, both Ji Feng and Zhang Lei could not help but be silent, and they felt in their hearts at 

the same time, really pitying the hearts of parents. 

In order to keep his son out of danger, Zhao Xingyao even sent Zhao Kai to prison directly, while he 

himself was left alone to face the possible impending danger. 

Zhao Kai’s mother, however, was not worried about her son and wanted to stay with him in that city. 

Although the mother and son could not meet across the prison walls, the feeling of being on the outside 

was still comforting to Zhao Kai’s mother’s worried heart. 

Zhao Xingyao and his wife had really put their heart and soul into protecting Zhao Kai! 

Ji Feng gave a thumbs up, “Uncle, you’re great!” 

Zhao Xingyao shook his head and waved his hand with a smile, “I can’t help it, it’s all for the sake of the 

child, you all know the character of that child Zhao Kai, usually it’s better to talk about it, but if he gets 

stubborn, even ten cows can’t pull him back, I can only use this method to trap him!” 

Ji Feng nodded and smiled, Ji Feng was deeply impressed by Zhao Xingyao’s evaluation of Zhao Kai. 

Generally, people like Zhao Kai, although very Yin, but in reality, such people tend to be very stubborn, 

only that usually this character of his would not show, but it was still hidden in his bones. 



After a pause, Ji Feng asked, “Uncle, then how long has Zhao Kai been sentenced? In which city?” 

Zhao Xingyao shook his head: “In Huacheng …… his case has not yet been sentenced, only detained 

pending investigation, as long as the person concerned changes his mind, he can come out at any time 

…… because a deputy director of the local police station is an old classmate of mine. So this matter 

asked him for a favor.” 

Ji Feng laughed: “So that’s how it is!” 

He understood Zhao Xingyao’s meaning, it seems that before making this plan to protect Zhao Kai, Zhao 

Xingyao still left a hand, I believe that the victim must also be Zhao Xingyao’s people, and looking at this 

kind of detention pending investigation disposal, I am afraid that the victim will not suffer great harm 

…… 

In this way, if Zhao Xingyao can quickly turn the danger into a blessing and take care of the matter in 

Dongyang District, then Zhao Kai can come out at any time. 

That would be great! 

As long as Zhao Kai wasn’t really in jail, it was fine. 

Ji Feng said, “Huacheng is not very far from Yanjing, and we also happen to be going back …… This way, 

uncle, we’ll go over to meet Zhao Kai.” 

Zhao Xingyao asked, “What, you guys are leaving now?” 

Ji Feng nodded and smiled, “After all, it’s almost New Year’s Eve, it’s time to go back as soon as possible 

and come back to visit when we have time later!” 

Seeing that Zhao Xingyao still wanted to stay, Zhang Lei said, “Uncle, you should not stay, the family’s 

tutelage is too strict, not going back is to be cleaned up ……” 

Zhao Xingyao was stunned, then he understood, nodded and said, “In that case, then I won’t keep you, 

just let you take the trouble, but I haven’t thanked you properly ……” 

“Okay, okay!” 

Zhang Lei hurriedly said, “Uncle, you don’t have to say anything polite, that’s all, we have to go back 

……” 

They were friends with Zhao Kai, but Zhao Xingyao thanked them so politely that they felt 

uncomfortable, and had no choice but to hurry and leave the ward. 

When they went back, Ji Feng called the other two helpers and told them to go back to Yanjing first, 

then he went to his younger uncle, after working so hard for so long for those two, he always had to 

show something. 

After that, Ji Feng and the others drove their car and went straight to Hualing City. As for the two Audi’s 

that Zhang Lei originally drove, they let those two helpers take them away. 

…… 



The city is also part of North River Province, not too far from Haizhou, and likewise not far from Yanjing. 

It only took the four of them about an hour to arrive at Hualing City, and after that they went straight to 

the detention center. 

As a result, when they got there, they saw Zhao Kai and a middle-aged woman standing at the entrance 

of the detention center waiting …… for them. They thought that Zhao Xingyao had done everything in 

advance and informed them. 

When friends meet, they are naturally extra happy. 

Zhao Kai pushed his glasses, trying to block the reddened eyes, and heavily patted Ji Feng and Zhang 

Lei’s shoulders: “Two brothers, many thanks! Brothers bear it in mind!” 

He had already received a phone call from his father, Zhao Xingyao, in which Zhao Xingyao told Zhao Kai 

everything, although Zhao Kai wasn’t even there, he could imagine the scene, and Zhang Lei had arrived 

in Haizhou nearly ten days in advance to investigate, Zhao Kai even took it to heart. 

In fact, Zhao Kai did not know that although Zhang Lei had not gained anything in Haizhou for nearly ten 

days, if Zhang Lei had not found out that Zhao Xingyao was still in Haizhou, it would have taken Ji Feng 

and the two of them a long time to save Zhao Xingyao! 

Of course, Ji Feng and Zhang Lei naturally wouldn’t go into details about these things, so seeing Zhao 

Kai’s reddened eyes, they decisively changed the subject. 

Ji Feng laughed: “Don’t be in a hurry to thank us first, I’ve not only brought good news this time, but also 

bad news ……” 

Zhao Kai was stunned: “What?” 

Ji Feng gave a heated laugh: “You have half of your credits deducted this semester because you missed 

an exam, in addition, prepare to make up the exam after the New Year!” 

Zhao Kai: “……” 

“Boom!” 

Ji Feng punched him and laughed: “Don’t stand still, hurry up and go back with your aunt, use your brain 

more during this time, don’t lose your head full of ghost ideas, I’m still counting on you to give me 

advice in the future!” 

Zhao Kai immediately said, “I’m honored! I will do my best ……” 

Ji Feng waved his hand: “Don’t be sour, hurry up and get lost!” 

 


